
1. HELP+MANUAL

Simplify documentation

Help+Manual is a full featured documentation tool that is as easy to use as a word processor, yet much more powerful: it
gives you the power of a true WYSIWYG XML editor and puts all the tools that you need at your fingertips.

This is combined with powerful features for generating and editing help and documentation files, including full support for
multimedia and complex modular projects.

One Source, Multi-Channel Output

Whether you publish documentation for desktop or mobile, iOS or Android, Windows help or PDF user manuals, it is
always a breeze with Help+Manual!

But single source is much more than just outputting the same information to different formats. Mark content with conditional
tags to create different outputs for each publishing channel – no post-processing is required.

Help+Manual handles the complexities of documentation generation for you. Power users, however, can get under the hood
and manipulate topic and layout templates and more. Help+Manual gives you the best of both worlds.

Learn more about Dakota's H+M Training and Services

Dakota is a certified re-seller and the only North American training partner of Help+Manual. Get in touch with one of our
consultants to get a quote.

1.1. HELP+MANUAL PARTNERSHIP PRESS RELEASE
Dakota Systems, a leader in enterprise publishing and content management, and EC Software, makers of Help+Manual,
today announced a partnership to sell and deliver training for the help authoring tool.

Dakota Systems is a privately-held corporation headquartered in the heart of downtown Chicago, IL, USA. Specializing in
content management and XML publishing solutions, Dakota has gained industry recognition of its content delivery services
for customers around the world.
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“We are excited about the prospects of working with EC Software,” said Brian Buehling, Managing Director of Dakota Systems.
“Help+Manual is a program that has many unique advantages over other help authoring tools. Its great user interface delivers
much of the functionality of a high end component content management system in an affordable program.”

For both beginning and advanced Help+Manual users, Dakota provides training courses that are customized for the
requirements of each organization. To learn more, please visit www.daksys.com.
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